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Due today
■ Due: WA 4 draft 2 for peer review. Draft submitted to turnitin.com

■ Due: Martian Ch. 16-18

■ Due: One paragraph summary for EACH of the chapters. (3 
paragraphs labeled with the chapter number.)
– Summary format (click on link)

■ Due: Definition (Models 447-449)

■ Due: “What Happiness Is” by Eduardo Porter (Models 458)

■ Due: One paragraph (5-7 sentences) summary of Porter's' 
essay. (submit to turnitin.com)



Due Thursday, 3/16/17
■ Due: Read "Does Trying to Be Happy Make Us 

Unhappy?" by Adam Grant (Models 531) (no summary 
required)

■ Due: WA 4 Final Draft: Hard copy to me with 
advertisement and submit essay to turnitin.com

■ Due: Journal Assignment (40 pages total)
■ In-Class: Discussion of The Martian, chapters 16-18.
■ In-Class: WA 5 Assigned in Class
■ In-Class: Synthesis Essay assigned.



In-Class Today

■ Numerous changes to online schedule. Be sure to 
check it for due dates and assignments.
■ Discuss Ad Analysis drafts.
■ Discuss ”What Happiness Is” by Eduardo Porter
■ Peer Review WA 4



WA 4 Draft Review
■ Points to remember in ad analysis/essay writing.

■ Introduction:
– Subject of essay: Advertising in America
– Purpose of essay: analyzing how companies sell their products.
■ Introduce the advertisement

– Thesis:  What is the most prominent method used to sell? 

■ Topic Sentence 1: First example of thesis. Maybe the text?

■ Topic Sentence 2: Second example of thesis. Maybe the model?

■ Topic Sentence 3: Third example of thesis. Maybe the “story”?

■ Conclusion: How effective is the ad at accomplishing its goal to sell? If you 
were in the market, would you buy? Is the method used convincing?



READING DISCUSSION
Definition (Models 447)

“What Happiness Is” by Eduardo Porter (Models 458)



Definition
There are three basic ways to define a word, and each is useful in its own 
way. 

1. “The first method is to give a synonym — that is, to use a word that 
has nearly the same meaning as the word you wish to define (face for 
countenance, nervousness for anxiety)” (447)

2. “Another way to define a word quickly, often within a single sentence, 
is to give a formal definition” (448).

3. “The third method of defining a word is to give an extended definition 
— that is, to use one or more paragraphs (or even an entire essay) to 
define a new or difficult term or to rescue a controversial word from 
misconceptions that may obscure its meaning” (448)



In-Class (3 min.)

What makes you happy — a good relationship? A delicious 
meal? Satisfying or rewarding work? Money? Is happiness a 
term that’s easy for you to define, or do you find it somewhat 
elusive? Explain (458).



“What Happiness Is” by Eduardo Porter
1. What method of definition does Porter use to define 

“happiness”? From whose perspectives does try to 
define “happiness”?

2. How does he organize his definition? What 
examples does he bring in to help the reader 
understand?

3. What are the difficulties or limitations with the 
definitions? 

4. What does Porter conclude? What is happiness?



THE MARTIAN 
DISCUSSION

Thursday, 3/16/17



The Martian Discussions
■ The assigned groups are responsible for being prepared to 

lead the class discussion of the material covered in the 
chapter. 
– Choose a particular important passage to read and then 

present questions to prompt comments and discussion.
– Support ideas with evidence from the text.

■ Direct the discussion, don’t dominate. Don’t answer your 
own questions. Guide the class to finding answers.



Discussion Groups
Chapter 16 Chapter 17 Chapter 18

Kristen Tep Jerry

Silvia Sam Andrew

Marvin Armil Zenaida

Diana Caitlin Anna

Rene Breanna



PEER REVIEW


